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Abstract — It is considered hard to teach programming in secondary education while achieving the aims of curriculum. However, when teaching is supported by suitable methodologies, learning can be ameliorated. Under this premise, this paper discusses different teaching approaches to programming in secondary education and examines the potential benefit of sound-alerts as a complementary teaching tool. Such alerts were created by pairing different sound stimuli to specific programming actions and operations. Both the selection of the sound stimuli, as well as the potential impact of the use of sound alerts on programming are evaluated through subjective studies. Results showed that participants preferred synthesized to natural (pre-recorded) stimuli for all types of alerts. It was also revealed that users prefer sound-alerts associated to pending actions, errors, successful code execution, conditional statements and code looping over alerts highlighting the step-by-step execution of the code. Finally, the test results showed that students understand both the meaning and the use of code commands more clearly when they use a sound-enriched programming environment instead of a conventional one. These results were the motivation for the initial creation of an audio and voice messages’ data base and the initial design of a new comprehensive educational tool using sound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to a popular definition, programming is the process of writing, testing, debugging/troubleshooting, and maintaining the source code of computer programs [43], [47]. Computer science is rapidly becoming critical for generating new knowledge and should be taught as a distinct subject or content area, especially in secondary schools [19].

In Greece, programming courses were added to the secondary education curriculum 25 years ago. Since then, students have been confronted with problems concerning their communication with the machine through coding, which involves a precise way of thinking realized through specific syntax [6], [23], [40], [53]. Nevertheless, while the most common difficulties/misconceptions students encounter when learning how to program have been identified, clear strategies for addressing them still remain to be established [16].

High-school students should be taught programming concepts independently of specific applications and programming languages [49], [50]. They all have different needs and difficulties, which can be divided into 5 categories [15]: 1) orientation: discovering the usefulness and benefits of programming 2) notional machine (the general properties of the machine): Realizing how the behaviour of the physical machine relates to the notional machine 3) notation: includes problems related to syntax and semantics 4) structures: understanding the schemas or plans that can be used to reach small-scale goals (e.g., using a loop) 5) mastering the pragmatics of programming: learning the skill to specify, develop, test and debug a program using the available tools.

Pea [36] has identified some persistent, conceptual, language-independent “bugs” in how novices program and understand programs. Students believe that computers “go beyond the information given” in the program. In addition, it has been observed that several students fail to “translate” a conceptual solution to a problem into correct code [55]. The reason might be that students are not trained to transform mental intuitions into code [55]. Such obstacles could be overcome by helping students develop problem-solving skills in addition to logical reasoning.

Artificial languages have a limited vocabulary compared to natural ones and teachers use natural language to decode and communicate the meaning of programming operations [15]. On the other hand, it has been shown that multimodal interactions facilitate the understanding of programming concepts operations [52], [54]. The most common practices in schools involve environments with audiovisual feedback [5], [26]. This paper explores the use of sound-alerts as a complementary tool to programming courses and discusses its potential impact on the students’ development of problem solving skills. Specifically, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of educational tools, teaching approaches, difficulties in programming learning and environments using sound. Section 3 presents the introduction of a new sound-based learning approach, analyzes, and presents the selection of the utilized sound stimuli. In Section 4, we present the psychoacoustic evaluation study of six teaching scenarios, which use sounds-alerts as a complementary tool for teaching computer programming. The experimental results and the effectiveness of sound-alerts are depicted in Section 5 and conclusion and future work are summarized in Section 6.
II. EDUCATIONAL TOOLS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Coding is part of the logical thinking, but programming learning is difficult for secondary school students, because there are difficulties in program writing, locating, and designing, as we will present below, after the presentation of the overview of educational tools and teaching approaches, which used in education.

A. An Overview of Educational Tools

The first attempts to present programming in a more engaging and effective way started in the early ‘70s [34], [29]. Among the most popular were Logo and its derivatives [34]. Some of these proposals promoted the use of visual or virtual programming languages and the simulation of dynamic auralization of the program execution [8], [33].

The educational platform LEGO Mindstorms NXT of the homonymous company Lego simulates almost all modern automation and approaches automatic control systems through a creative and enjoyable learning environment. Its use includes both programming and simple mechanical character applications [39], [11].

Pascal is an easy programming language, for teaching structured programming techniques [3], a first contact with the algorithmic programming. It is easy to learn programming concepts and commands. C is a powerful programming language with many possibilities but on the other hand it has a difficult syntax. C provides a limited number of keyword and a large number of arithmetic and logical operators. C is a difficult programming language regarding both teaching and learning, because of its native minimalism [27].

Python is a widely used high-level, general-purpose, dynamic programming language [2]. Its design philosophy emphasizes code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to express concepts in fewer lines of code than possible in languages such as C. The language provides constructs intended to enable writing clear programs on both a small and large scale.

Students learn programming or start programming learning by using Arduino and build entire projects for automation and robotic applications [35]. Arduino software development environment based on Wiring, a C-like open source programming language, but it is easier in programming understanding [38]. Research studies carried out in last ten years look at the positive effect of robots, on children perception and education [51].

Glossomatheia (Γλωσσομάθεια in Greek) is a programming environment (using pseudocode), based on the Pascal programming language, used mainly in secondary education (high school) in Greece [48], [4], [17]. It is a training package, developed with a focus on laboratory support courses related to the cultivation of algorithmic and analytical thinking and the development of methodological skills for students. During program editing and execution, the screen is full of information. It is possible to present flow charts, but a lot of messages that are displayed on the screen, are not perceived by students, e.g., waiting for data entry, logical data, successful data entry etc. [48]. Glossomatheia environment (Fig. 1) does not support any sound-alerts.

Fig. 1. The Glossomatheia programming environment.

B. Teaching Approaches

The traditional teaching approach has been to learn specific programming languages, which is a closed and teacher-centered behavioral model. Effectiveness depends on the amount of knowledge that the teacher has on the subject.

According to [25], there are as many ways to learn as there are students. In the context of these efforts, the idea of programming by discovery emerges. According to this model, the students discover their mistakes and misunderstandings, and the role of the student is upgraded.

Another model is the constructive one, where knowledge is not transmitted, but built. The actions and needs of each student are the center of gravity.

In the new teaching approaches, the elements-principles assimilation of exploratory and collaborative learning is sought. The aim of the new model is to improve the learning process and to overcome the obstacles that arose during the implementation of the previous teaching approaches. The process consists of five distinct but repetitive stages: Questioning, active research, creation, discussion, evaluation.

The research of Hsu & Hwang [24] has been based on this methodology. We relied on this teaching approach and the above new combinatorial model. In our study, the course unit “basic concepts of structured programming” (serial, selective, and repeated structure) in high school was adopted for conducting the experiment using sound in our case. The following research questions were investigated:

- Is there relevant software for better understanding and learning algorithmic programming?
- What are the weaknesses of the existing programs?
- What is the originality of the new proposal?
- What is the purpose and contribution of the new proposal?
- What are the pedagogical benefits of the new approach?
- What are the perceptions of the students who learn programming with sound?
- Do the students who learn with the structured sound-based programming show better learning than those who learn with the conventional teaching without sound?

Our research questions and the recording of the difficulties preceded, and we developed the following learning model that will be described below, with the cooperation of our students.
The basic ideas of Piaget are adopted, according to which learning is not transmitted but built through the active cooperation between the teacher and the students, and the students with each other. It is also based on J. Bruner's discovery theory, according to which students discover knowledge (search) through discovery processes such as the execution of a ready-made program with different input data through testing and experimentation.

C. Difficulties in Programming Learning

Difficulties in programming understanding are observed in all educational environments. The difficulties encountered by students in programming learning are related to:

1. the misunderstanding of the basic structures,
2. the rules of programming language,
3. the properties of the "machine" that the students control and
4. the ability to determine, develop, control, and debug a program with the available tools [56].

More specifically, regarding the properties of the "machine", students [14] cannot easily identify the relationship between the program (written in a programming language) and its execution mechanism. They usually make their own assumptions about how the computing system works internally. They cannot realize the degree of detail, required by programming and the rigor with which the rules of the programming system must be followed.

Sometimes students [57] have difficulty with English words that include programming languages because they misinterpret them. Some words have a different meaning in the programming language than the current English language. Moreover, the standard language use is difficult to interpret by students, who are unaware of the mechanisms by which the Information System works.

The most common category of misconceptions among students has its source in everyday life. Students interpret the commands in a programming language, with reference to everyday conversations between people – which are often elliptical, metaphorical, etc.

They fail to define the output condition of a loop successfully. They cannot determine the range of the loop and its beginning – end, as well as the repeated commands.

It’s difficult for them to understand: the way that variables work, the concept and role of the variable (algorithmic and programming variable) have been some of the subjects of extensive research (for example [45], [31], [7], [42], [44], [13], [41]). The variables’ use to enter data misinterprets. They interpret the "immobility" of the screen as a kind of fault or in any case as a kind of problem. They find it difficult to explain the movement of information (keyboard input-data entry and storage in a memory location A).

D. Environments Using Sounds

The ear plays a fundamental role during information processing, as it is the main source of information to our brain. The ear selects the surrounding sounds, but also those of our own voice, converts them into electrical stimuli, and transmits them to the brain, which processes and analyzes them.

Applications have developed that use sound to develop programs, like Scratch, Sonic Pi and MAX/MSP, to understand computational thinking, like Tune Pad and to simulate actions, like Peep.

An educational tool for programming, employing audio cues is Scratch. Scratch is used in education and entertainment [46]. The system offers support for music blocks controlling Loop Sets, play-back etc. [28]. Study findings reveal that educational games add to the fun element in learning, and students rated the game as an effective way to learn programming and enhance their programming skills. Students could easily relate game elements to difficult programming constructs [30].

Sonic Pi is a live coding environment, originally designed to support both computing and music lessons in schools, developed by Sam Aaron and his group at the Computer Laboratory of University of Cambridge [1]. Thanks to the use of the Super Collider platform and of an accurate timing model, it is also used for live coding and other forms of algorithmic music performance and production, including “algoraves”. The Sonic Pi programming environment is user-friendly, where the students learn music by writing code and programming using music. Sonic Pi includes a multitude of commands and structures that allow students to develop musical compositions and/or understand algorithmic structures, as well.

The MAX / MSP is a high-level programming environment (Fig. 2), mainly used by composers, musicians, performers. It is used to build interactive music and multimedia applications in real time and gives direct audio-visual effect [12]. Over its more than thirty-year history, MAX/MSP is a modular environment, with most routines existing as shared libraries. An application programming interface allows third-party development of new routines. Thus, it is characterized by a large community that supports and enhances it with both commercial and non-commercial extensions. Because of its extensible design, which represents both the structure of the program as well as its graphical user interface, it has been described as the lingua franca for developing interactive music performance software [37].

Fig. 2. The MAX/MSP programming environment.

TunePad is a sound composition tablet application controlled by a block-based programming environment. TunePad is designed to introduce learners to computational
thinking and to prepare them for text based coding environments. This design actively engages learners and communicates how the programming blocks control the sounds being played. It engages students in computational thinking who may not have otherwise been exposed, giving the opportunity to more people to enter the computer science field [21].

Peep is a Network Auralizer that replaces visual monitoring with a sonic “ecology” of natural sounds [22]. Each sound type represents a specific kind of network event. This system combines network state information from multiple data sources, by mixing audio signals into a single audio stream in real time. Using Peep, one can easily detect common network problems such as high load, excessive traffic, and email spam, by comparing sounds being played with those of a normally functioning network. This allows the system administrator to concentrate on more important things while monitoring the network via peripheral hearing. After visualization, the next step will be a process of transmitting information through sounds by using parameters that the human ear responds to, such as intensity and frequency [10].

III. TEACHING PROGRAMMING USING BI-MODAL INTERACTIONS

Research teaching scenarios have been conducted evaluating students’ perceptual and critical ability in basic algorithmic structures [24]. On the other hand, according to [32], students in Greek high schools learn only basic elements of programming, due to the inefficient and, in some cases, outdated teaching methods and the absence of an interconnection between education and the industry. In attempt to alleviate the current situation, this paper discusses a methodology for teaching programming through sound-alerts stimulating psychoacoustic perception. The perceived sound quality depends, among other things, on loudness, roughness, and sharpness [18]. The use of physiological measures sensitive to attention and arousal, in conjunction with behavioural and subjective measures, led to the design of auditory warnings that produce a sense of diversity of programming commands [9], [18]. Knowing that acoustic and visual memory make up 90% of the sensory memory can be hypothesized that students using both their optical and acoustic perception, will better comprehend programming structures [18], [58]. The goal is to assist students understand different algorithmic procedures such as relational and arithmetic operations, successful and unsuccessful code execution, assignments, loading data etc., through bimodal (both visual and aural) feedback. Our hypothesis is that through visual and aural interactions students will be able to comprehend the taught programming structures more effectively.

In this direction, we use the MAX/MSP environment to design teaching scenarios for sound-alert production and MAX/MSP patches creation to simulate commands with sound. Each Max/MSP patch was designed to have an identical user-interface to Glossomathea, which is taught in Secondary Education in Greece. Moreover, Glossomathea is the basis for the evaluation of the effect of auditory cues on computer programming comprehension and the idea to test auditory feedback using sounds in the system presented was highly motivated by Peep, since our main goal was to achieve a better understanding in programming teaching by using sounds.

A. Stimulus Selection

One crucial component in the design of a bimodal programming educational environment is the selection of the utilized sound stimuli, which, in order to be conducive to the students’ learning, they should reflect in a clear and concise manner the algorithmic action they correspond to [9]. In addition, they should also reflect the aesthetics of the target group, which, in our case, consists of senior high-school students.

Hence, a preliminary study was conducted aiming at the selection of the most appropriate sound stimuli, given the aforementioned criteria [9], [18], [20]. Two different categories of sounds were selected, natural (actually birds’ sounds) and synthesized, to represent 5 procedures and/or operations a) reading data from keyboard, b) successful data assignment, c) error, d) arithmetic operation, and e) relational operation. For each procedure, a pair of sound stimuli were selected, (one natural and one synthesized), such that the sounds shared common auditory characteristics in terms of pitch, timbre, speed and contour. Participants of the study were then asked to select the best fitting sound alerts for the tested programming procedures.

B. Protocol Overview

One hundred and forty six (146) senior high-school students (67 male), 16 to 17 years old, participated in this preliminary study. Participants were divided into 8 groups. In MAX/MSP environment, groups were presented with a pair of stimuli (sound-alerts) for each of the 5 coding procedures and were asked to select the alert that best fitted each procedure in a 2AFC task with no repetitions. Each group took the test twice, once in the beginning and a second time at the end of a class, to evaluate response repeatability. The approximate duration of each test was 5 minutes. Between groups the order of stimuli as well that of the test procedures was fully randomized, but remained the same within groups, for practical reasons.

C. Preliminary Study Results

The stimulus type selection results of the preliminary study are summarized in Fig. 3. As depicted, the vast majority of the students ranging between (82% and 96%) preferred synthesized alert sounds to natural ones. No significant deviations were observed as a function of stimulus and/or procedure presentation order. Student preference remained roughly unchanged across the two tests’ repetitions (see error-bars in Fig. 3). Variations were less than 3% across all tested procedures. These results highlight that the sound-alerts are preferred for bimodal educational software for programming. Bars correspond to the selection rate of each sound stimulus grouped per process, averaged across test repetitions. Variations between repetitions are marked with error-bars.
IV. EVALUATION STUDY OF SECOND EXPERIMENT

Following the preliminary study, a second experiment was conducted to assess the effectiveness of sound-alerts as a complementary tool for teaching computer programming. Students participated in six (6) teaching scenarios.

Fifty three (53) senior high-school students (24 male), who have previously participated in the preliminary study, volunteered to participate in the three first scenarios and 80 students (38 male) in the next three ones. All of them were, at the time, taking a programming course at school using the Glossomatheia environment.

A. Experimental Protocol

Participants were presented with 6 ready-to-run programming scenarios both in Glossomatheia as well as in Max/MSP. The Max/MSP patch was designed (Fig. 4) to have an identical user-interface to Glossomatheia. Its only difference was that it was complemented by visual feedback with sound-alerts. The sound stimuli utilized for the alerts selected amongst the most preferred sounds of the aforementioned preliminary study.

Participants were allowed to interact with both environments and were afterwards asked to fill a questionnaire evaluating the effect of auditory feedback on the comprehension of the code functionality. For each tested scenario, user ratings were collected on a 5AFC Linkert scale with the following anchors: no affect, minor affect, neutral, moderate affect, major effect. The questionnaire concluded with a “general comments” section, where participants could share their thoughts and feedback on the tested system.

B. Teaching Scenarios

The following 6 teaching scenarios were tested in the second study. These scenarios use simple input/output operations, arithmetic/relational operations, as well as conditional statements and iteration loops. The selected teaching scenarios target to give a better understanding to the students regarding the difference between e.g. an arithmetic operation and a logical or a relational one, to highlight the differences between the iteration loops etc., by using sound too.

Scenario 1: Data entry

The code in the first program scenario performs an assignment of a numerical value to a pre-defined variable (Fig. 5). Upon code execution, the program waits for user-input from the keyboard. If the input value is a numeric one, the assignment is performed, and the program concludes. In case that user-input is not numeric, the code returns an error and waits for a new input value.

![Fig. 5. Data entry.](image)

When this scenario is evaluated in the Glossomatheia programming environment, the waiting time for user-input is indicated with a flashing cursor on the computer screen. In the Max/MSP environment, except for the flashing cursor, users hear a sound-alert informing them of a pending action. If user-input is numeric, Glossomatheia, prints the assignment on screen and the code concludes, while the Max/MSP test environment complements the Glossomatheia visualization with a sound-alert indicating successful assignment. If user-input is not numeric, Glossomatheia prints an error message on screen, while the Max/MSP test environment also produces a sound-alert indicating an erroneous action. Each sound-alert was selected in the preliminary study.

Scenario 2: Arithmetic operation

The code in the second program scenario (Fig. 6) performs an assignment of a numerical value to a pre-defined variable followed by a simple numerical operation (addition to a constant). Its first part is identical to scenario 1 since it includes the assignment of user-input to a variable. Hence the code works exactly as described in the previous sub-section (Scenario 1: Data entry), and both Glossomatheia and Max/MSP code alerts remain the same. When the arithmetic operation is executed Glossomatheia prints the result on the computer screen, while the Max/MSP test environment also produces a sound-alert, indicating that an arithmetic operation has taken place.

![Fig. 4. Max/MSP Environment – Program execution by sound (2nd experiment).](image)
Scenario 3: Relational operation

The code in the third program scenario (Fig. 7) performs the assignment of a numerical value to a pre-defined variable followed by a simple relational operation, i.e., the comparison of the input variable against the numerical value of 1. The first part of this including the assignment of user input to a variable is identical to scenario 1. Hence the code works exactly as described in Scenario 1: Data entry, and both Glossomathea and Max/MSP code alerts remain the same. When the relational operation is executed, Glossomathea prints the Boolean result on the computer screen, while the Max/MSP test environment produces a sound-alert too, indicating that a relational operation has taken place.

![Arithmetic operation!](image)
Fig. 6. Arithmetic operation.

![Relational operation!](image)
Fig. 7. Relation operation.

Scenario 4: Conditional statements

This scenario is a combination of the 1st and 3rd scenarios for a better understanding of the conditional statement "if...then...else" (Fig. 8). The code performs an assignment of a numerical value to a pre-defined variable followed by a simple relational operation (comparison of the input variable against the numerical value of 9.5). Its first part is identical to scenario 1 since it includes the assignment of user-input to a variable. Hence the code works exactly as described in Section Scenario 1: Data entry, and both Glossomathea and Max/MSP code alerts remain the same. When the relational operation is executed, Glossomathea prints the Boolean result on the computer screen (i.e., true, or false) and a different message accordingly. If the Boolean result is true, the Max/MSP test environment produces a success sound-alert too, otherwise a failure sound-alert.

![Conditional statements!](image)
Fig. 8. Conditional statements.

![Iteration Loops - "while...do"!](image)
Fig. 9. Iteration Loops - "while...do".

Scenario 5: Iteration Loops - “while...do”

This scenario is a combination of the 1st, 3rd and 4th scenarios (Fig. 9). The code performs an iteration loop based on the “while...do” statement. In the first five iterations, the Boolean result is true, so the Max/MSP test environment produces each time a success sound-alert. When the Boolean result becomes false, the loop is terminated, and the Max/MSP test environment produces a failure sound-alert.

![Iteration Loops - "repeat...until"!](image)
Fig. 10. Iteration Loops - "repeat...until".

Scenario 6: Iteration Loops - “repeat...until”

The opposite result appears exactly in this experiment (Fig. 10). In each iteration, the Boolean result is false, so the Max/MSP test environment produces a failure sound-alert. When the Boolean result is true, the loop is terminated and the Max/MSP test environment produces a success sound-alert.
C. Second Experiment’s Results

The participants’ evaluations of the effect of sound-alerts on code comprehension are summarized in Table I and Table II. We can see in Table I that more than 60% of them indicated that the use of sound-alerts had a positive effect (either moderate or major) on code comprehension for three tested operations/actions, i.e., waiting for data input (read), successful assignment of data to a variable and erroneous code execution (error), while in Table II, we can also see that more than 85% of them indicated that the use of sound-alerts had a positive effect (either moderate or major) on code comprehension for all three statements, i.e., the conditional statement (if…then…else) as well as both iteration loop statements (while…do and repeat…until). In addition, the results underline that the use of sound-alerts had no effect (neutral) to users in the case of arithmetic and relational operations. This could be interpreted in two different ways: either users generally prefer sound-alerts for events related to the correct or erroneous execution of the code, and for notifications about pending actions, or the specific experiment design and rating question was not appropriate for testing the effectiveness of sound-alerts on such operations.

We can also see that 12% of the 53 participants indicated that the complementary use of sound-alerts had no effect on code comprehension (Table I) on more trivial programming issues like the ones of the first three Scenarios. This observation is also reflected on Fig. 11, which plots user evaluations averaged across the first three tested scenarios. As can be seen, approximately 57% of the students felt that the effect was moderate, or major compared to 19% who felt that the effect was minor or non-existent.

On the other hand, only less than 4% of the 80 participants say the same for more complicated programming topics, such as conditional and iteration statements (Table II). The remaining students did feel that the auditory cues had an impact on their learning. This observation is also reflected on Fig. 12. Interestingly enough, participants showed stronger preference for sound-alerts related to pending activities and correct or erroneous executions of the code than to other operations. This can be related to the fact that sound alerts work well as memory boost, hence notifying users of any code related events that require action. Our interpretation of the ratings is further supported by some of the participants' written comments. For example, some students wrote: “I prefer the sounds for success and error”, “the pending action sound helped me understand that was time to input some data”, “sound alerts for numerical and relational operations were not so important”, “we understand when a repetitive process is performed and the differences between the iteration loops "while”do and “repeat”until”, respectively”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>No effect</th>
<th>Minor effect</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Moderate effect</th>
<th>Major effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>11,32%</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
<td>24,53%</td>
<td>30,19%</td>
<td>33,96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>11,32%</td>
<td>1,89%</td>
<td>7,55%</td>
<td>35,85%</td>
<td>43,40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>9,43%</td>
<td>3,77%</td>
<td>15,09%</td>
<td>39,62%</td>
<td>32,08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>13,21%</td>
<td>15,09%</td>
<td>37,74%</td>
<td>16,98%</td>
<td>16,98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>9,43%</td>
<td>18,87%</td>
<td>35,85%</td>
<td>28,30%</td>
<td>7,55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EVALUATION STUDY OF THIRD EXPERIMENT

Then a third experiment was conducted to assess the effectiveness of sound-alerts. 100 students had all the same test on iteration loops. Half of them had been taught the corresponding programming topic without sound-alerts, while the rest students had also participated in the sound-alert experiments presented in the previous sections. In order to be as unbiased as possible, we intentionally chose both groups of 50 students to be equivalent, based on their past performance (both groups had performed the same average score in the corresponding course, up to this experiment).

A. Experiment Protocol

The test consisted of 10 looping procedures and students had to answer the number of looping. They were rated on the centigrade level.

B. Test

The test consisted of 10 questions regarding iteration statements, i.e., either "while…do" or "repeat…until" loop.
Students had to find out whether a procedure was repeated or not and, in the first case, how many iterations are taking place. Furthermore, students had to understand that the "while…do" loop is repeated when the logical condition is true, while the "repeat…until "loop terminates when the corresponding logical condition is true.

C. Test Results

The test results are really impressive and are depicted in Table III and Fig. 13. The very high percentage of 92% of the students who participated in all six (6) enriched with sound-alerts teaching scenarios, were rated over 50/100. On the other hand, the corresponding percentage of the students who did not participate in our scenarios was only 40%. The results are even more impressive, i.e., 72% against 12%, respectively, if we focus on the highly rated students (i.e., students rated over 70/100). Thus, the results regarding low-rated students, i.e., students rated with less than or equal to 50/100, are anticipated (8% against 60%, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III: Test Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 0-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 51-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 71-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Evaluation of the participants and non-participants in the research teaching scenarios (Grading Rates).

The test results underline the importance of the sound-alerts’ role in teaching basic programming topics, such as iteration statements. It is clear that students participated in the experiments with the embedded sound-alerts present much better understanding regarding iteration loops than students who didn’t participate in the experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discussed the potential benefits of using auditory cues (sound-alerts) as a complementary tool for teaching programming in secondary education. The work is based on the hypothesis that bimodal user interactions could positively impact the students’ development of problem solving skills and improve their comprehensiveness of programming code.

Three studies were presented. The first assessed the type of sounds which would be preferable for such a task, while the second and the third whether the use of sound-alerts affects code comprehension, or not.

In the first study, two different sound categories were considered: recorded excerpts of birds’ sounds, referred as natural sounds in the text, and composed electronic sounds from synthesizers, referred as synthesized sounds, respectively. 5 different computational procedures and/or operations were defined (i.e., reading data from keyboard, successful data assignment, error, arithmetic operation, and relational operation). For each procedure, a pair of sound stimuli were selected and paired to one sound from each of the two categories. The sound pairs shared common musical and psychoacoustic properties. Participants showed very strong and consistent preference towards synthesized sounds, rejecting almost unanimously the corresponding natural ones across all tested procedures.

In the second study participants had to evaluate the effect of sound-alerts on code comprehension, through 6 given programming scenarios. Overall, students rated the use of auditory feedback positively. In the first three scenarios 57% of them indicated that the cues had a moderate or major effect, while only 11% indicated no effect at all. In the last three scenarios 87% of them indicated that the cues had a moderate or major effect and only 4% indicated no effect at all, respectively.

In the third study an excellent improvement in the test score was observed. 92% of the 50 students, who participated in six (6) teaching scenarios enriched with sound-alerts, were rated over 50/100, while only 40% of the rest 50 students, who did not participate in scenarios, had the same rate.

The first step of our future work would be to include sound-alerts for more programming procedures and operations, and test them against more complex teaching scenarios, e.g., arrays manipulation, searching and sorting data algorithms, etc., in order to find out whether our proposed methodology could be also efficient to harder to understand programming concepts, or not. Finally, since some of the participants indicated in their comments that a combination of sound-alerts and voice messages could be also effective, this could certainly be a route worth exploring in our project’s future extension. The ultimate goal is the design of a complete instructional tool that interprets and simulates commands, syntax and runtime errors, using sound and achieves the best understanding of programming teaching in Secondary education.
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